
1. Introduction
Semi-arid South Africa receives most of its annual precipitation during the summer months over the eastern part 
of the country (Roffe et al., 2019). Winter rainfall occurs in the southwestern part of the country and the south-
eastern coast receives rainfall through the entire year (Engelbrecht et al., 2015; Roffe et al., 2019). These rainfall 
patterns are caused by mesoscale convective complexes (Blamey & Reason, 2012) and synoptic scale weather 
systems. The latter include the all-season cut-off low pressure systems (COLs) (Favre et  al.,  2013), tropical 
temperate troughs (TTTs; Harrison, 1984; Hart et al., 2012) and ridging South Atlantic Anticyclones, henceforth 
ridging highs (RHs). A RH occurs when the anticyclone extends east and wraps around the southern tip of Africa 
(Tyson & Preston-Whyte, 2000).

RHs are central to the moisture budget of South Africa because they are the main mechanism that facilitates 
the transport of moisture from the Southwest Indian Ocean (Dyson, 2015; Ndarana et al., 2021), and therefore 
critical to rainfall occurrence in the region. The Agulhas Current flows along the east coast of South Africa and 
is involved in complex interactions with the atmosphere (Jury & Goschen, 2020). Its warm waters result in high 
evaporation (Lee-Thorp et al., 1999; Rapolaki et al., 2020; Rouault et al., 2000) and provide an important source 
of moisture (Nkwinkwa Njouodo et al., 2018, 2021; Rouault et al., 2002; Singleton & Reason, 2006). Southerly 
and southeasterly onshore winds caused by RHs, advect the moisture and lead to precipitation on land (Blamey & 
Reason, 2009; Rapolaki et al., 2020). As a result, RHs contribute 60% of the summer rainfall days in the summer 
rainfall region (Ndarana et al., 2021) and 46% of the annual rainfall in the all-year rainfall region (Engelbrecht 
et al., 2015). COLs and TTTs, which co-occur with RHs, provide dynamical lifting mechanisms of moist air. 

Abstract Ridging South Atlantic Anticyclones contribute an important amount of precipitation over South 
Africa. Here, we use a global coupled climate model and the ERA5 reanalysis to separate for the first time 
ridging highs (RHs) based on whether they occur together with Rossby wave breaking (RWB) or not. We show 
that the former type of RHs are associated with more precipitation than the latter type. The mean sea level 
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in the flow of moisture-laden air onto land. We additionally find that RWB mediates the effect of climate 
change on RHs during the twenty-first century. Consequently, RHs occurring without RWB exhibit little 
change, while those occurring with RWB contribute more precipitation over the southern and less precipitation 
over the northeastern South Africa in the future.

Plain Language Summary The high pressure system located above the South Atlantic Ocean 
occasionally extends eastward over South Africa, leading to winds that blow onshore and carry moisture from 
the warm waters of the Southwest Indian Ocean to the coast. These events, termed ridging highs (RHs), bring 
an important contribution to precipitation over the southern and eastern parts of South Africa. Their occurrence 
is related to the propagation and breaking of atmospheric waves at the boundary between the troposphere and 
the stratosphere. This study categorizes RHs based on the behavior of atmospheric waves above and shows 
that events that are accompanied by wave breaking result in more precipitation over South Africa. In addition, 
model simulations are used to investigate the impact of climate change during the twenty-first century on RHs 
and the associated precipitation. Although the model predicts that in total South Africa will experience drier 
conditions in the future, RHs contribute to this drying trend only in the northeastern part of the country. In the 
southern part of South Africa, the model simulates that RHs will bring more precipitation in the future.
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COLs contribute 25%–35% of the annual rainfall over the southern, eastern and central South Africa (Favre 
et al., 2013). At country scale, TTTs contribute 30% of the total monthly rainfall between October and March 
(Hart et al., 2013).

Several recent studies considered the upper level dynamics that might influence the initiation of the ridging 
process and found that they are associated with synoptic Rossby wave trains aloft (Ndarana et al., 2018, 2022). 
These Rossby waves may venture into non-linear regimes and break (McIntyre & Palmer,  1983), a process 
referred to as Rossby wave breaking (RWB). RWB can be viewed as a dissipating mechanism of wave packets 
(Wirth et al., 2018). Ndarana et al. (2018) showed that RHs may be associated with RWB in the upper tropo-
sphere and lower stratosphere, lasting for the entire evolution of the ridging process, and causing positive upper 
tropospheric potential vorticity (PV) anomalies that induce an anticyclonic circulation. These positive anoma-
lies, in turn, extend to the surface to induce the ridging process (Ndarana et al., 2022). However, precisely what 
proportion of RWB events are associated with RHs and whether the behavior of the latter differs according to 
whether there is RWB aloft are still open questions. Further more, the influence of increasing concentrations of 
greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the twenty-first century on this relationship has not been explored yet. Thus, the 
questions we explore are.

1.  What proportion of RHs are accompanied by RWB?
2.  Do RHs occurring with RWB differ from those occurring without RWB in their evolution and in their effect 

on precipitation?
3.  Will RHs and their impact on precipitation change in the twenty-first century in response to climate change?

The last question, investigated here for the first time, is of particular importance given that models predict a 
reduction in precipitation under climate change in the southern part of Africa (Almazroui et al., 2020; Dosio 
et al., 2019; Rojas et al., 2019) and considering the contribution of RHs to precipitation in this region.

2. Data and Methodology
We analyze RHs in the coupled climate model FOCI (Matthes et al., 2020) with a horizontal resolution of 1.8° 
and 95 vertical levels and in the ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2018, 2020) whose fields were interpolated to 
the model gird for an adequate comparison. FOCI distinguishes itself from other global coupled climate models 
through its capability to combine a module for simulating the ozone chemistry in the atmosphere, MOZART3 
(Kinnison et  al.,  2007) with an ocean nest, INALT10X (Schwarzkopf et  al.,  2019), that enhances the ocean 
resolution around southern Africa to 0.1°. Therefore, the model resolves the mesoscale features of the Agulhas 
System and simulates an ozone field consistent with the atmospheric dynamics. The increased ocean resolution 
is important for the latent and sensible heat fluxes over the Agulhas Current (Rouault et al., 2003) and for precip-
itation (Singleton & Reason, 2006).

One historical and three twenty-first century ensembles are analyzed, each comprising three members. The 
historical ensemble is the same as the “REF” ensemble described by Ivanciu et al.  (2021), which we analyze 
for the 1980–2009 period and we denote PAST. The first twenty-first century ensemble, FUTURE, represents 
continuations of the PAST simulations into the future under the high emission scenario SSP585, characterized by 
1135 ppm CO2 and an additional 8.5 W m −2 radiative forcing in 2100. The second ensemble, GHG, also follows 
SSP585, but ozone depleting substances are kept constant at their 1991–2000 climatological annual cycle, such 
that the ozone hole does not recover and only GHGs drive changes in this ensemble. In the third ensemble, 
OZONE, GHGs are instead kept constant at their 1991–2000 annual cycle, such that ozone recovery is the sole 
driver of changes. Here, we focus our analysis on the 2070–2099 period.

To validate our model results against observations, we employ the ERA5 mean sea level pressure (MSLP), 
temperature, horizontal winds and geopotential on pressure levels for the period 1980–2009 and the CPC Global 
Unified Gauge-Based Analysis of Daily Precipitation data provided by the NOAA PSL, Boulder, Colorado, USA, 
at 0.5° horizontal resolution (Chen et al., 2008).

RHs over South Africa are identified based on MSLP using the method of Ndarana et al. (2018). RWB events 
are identified following the algorithm of Ndarana and Waugh (2011), using PV between −2.5 and −1.5 PVU 
(1 PVU = 10 6 K m 2 s −1 kg −1) on isentropic surfaces. Then, for every ridging high, we test if it is accompanied by a 
RWB event by checking if RWB occurs in the domain 20°W–40°E and in the time interval from two days prior to 
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two days after the inception of ridging. A detailed description of the identification algorithms for RHs and RWB 
can be found in the Supporting Information S1.

3. Results and Discussion
A connection between RHs over South Africa and RWB aloft was reported by Ndarana et al. (2018) in reanalysis 
data. We first test if this relationship is captured by our coupled climate model. Figure 1 shows the evolution of a 
RH in the model, starting 1 day prior to the ridging. The South Atlantic Anticyclone extends progressively over 
South Africa until day 2, when a high pressure system breaks off from it and advances eastward over the Indian 
Ocean (black contours in Figure 1). This evolution is in good agreement with the RHs described by Ndarana 
et al. (2018). Simultaneously, the −2 PVU contour on the 350 K isentropic surface, depicted in red in Figure 1, 
is severely deformed throughout the evolution of the RH, signaling that RWB is taking place. This demonstrates 
that FOCI is capable of simulating RHs accompanied by RWB. Figure 1 also depicts how the RH brings onshore 
wind anomalies along the southern and eastern coasts of South Africa, transporting moisture on land and leading 
to positive precipitation anomalies that advance northward along the coast as the ridging progresses.

As Figure 1 depicts a single ridging event, the question of how often the RHs are accompanied by RWB arises. 
Out of 1872 (1969) RHs identified in FOCI (ERA5) over the period 1980–2009, 43% (44%) occurred together 
with RWB aloft and 57% (56%) occurred without RWB. These results are remarkably consistent between the 
model and the reanalysis. From a seasonal perspective, RHs with RWB dominate in summer and autumn, while 
RHs without RWB dominate in winter and spring (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1). In total, we iden-
tified 534 RHs in summer, the season with the most events, comparable with the 699 summer events identified 
by Ndarana et  al.  (2021) over 39 years. Both of these numbers translate to 18 events in one summer. At the 
end of the twenty-first century, 38% and 62% of the 1936 RHs identified between 2070 and 2099 occur with 
and without RWB, respectively. The decrease in the proportion of RHs with RWB is consistent with the pole-
ward  shift in RWB that accompanies the poleward shift of the midlatitude jet under climate change in FOCI 
(Ivanciu et al., 2022), in agreement with Barnes and Hartmann (2012).

3.1. Characterization of Ridging Highs With and Without Rossby Wave Breaking

We now wish to understand the differences between RHs occurring with and without RWB in FOCI. To this 
end, we composite RHs with RWB and without RWB, separately, for the PAST ensemble and we show in 
Figures 2a–2d anomalies in MSLP and 200 hPa PV for days zero and one of each composite. Day zero represents 

Figure 1. Example of ridging high (RH) accompanied by Rossby wave breaking (RWB) in FOCI: black contours depict the mean sea level pressure (MSLP), every 
4 hPa, solid above 1010 hPa and dashed below, the color shading depicts precipitation anomalies (mm day −1), the arrows depict the wind anomalies at 850 hPa (m s −1) 
and the red dashed contour shows −2 PVU on the 350 K isentrop. The evolution of the event is shown from day −1 (a) to day +2 (d).
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the day when the South Atlantic Anticyclone first extends eastward of 25°E. Similar composites obtained for 
ERA5 are shown in Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1 and their patterns are in good agreement with the 
model, with small differences in magnitude present.

Both categories of RHs are characterized by positive MSLP anomalies in the Southeastern Atlantic Ocean, nega-
tive MSLP anomalies southeast of Africa, and positive MSLP anomalies farther east, that migrate eastward as the 
ridging progresses. There are however important differences in the shape and extent of these anomalies. In the 
case of RHs with RWB, the positive anomalies are elongated in the zonal direction, being flanked by negative 
anomalies south of 50°S. The positive anomalies occurring without RWB have a much larger meridional extent, 
reaching not only farther south, but also deeper inland. In fact, the entire South Africa is covered by positive 
MSLP anomalies at day 1, in contrast to the composites with RWB, where the positive anomalies are mostly 

Figure 2. Composites of ridging highs (RHs) with (a, c) and without (b, d) Rossby wave breaking (RWB) at day 0 (a, b) and day 1 (c, d) of ridging for the period 
1980–2009. Anomalies of mean sea level pressure (MSLP) (hPa) and of 200 hPa PV (PVU) are depicted by the color shading and by the contours, respectively. Total 
(e, f) and greenhouse gase (GHG)-induced (g, h) change, between 2070–2099 and 1980–2009, in the day 0 anomalies associated with RHs with (e, g) and without (f, h) 
RWB. The stippling masks anomalies that are not significant at the 95% confidence interval. Only significant PV anomalies are plotted.
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confined south of the continent and negative anomalies cover most of southern Africa. This has important conse-
quences for the flow and precipitation over the region, as discussed below.

MSLP anomalies seem to be well connected to PV anomalies aloft (contours in Figure 2) for RHs with RWB, 
but not as much for ridging high without RWB. Strong positive PV anomalies occur above the positive MSLP 
anomalies in Figures 2a and 2c, while weaker negative PV anomalies are found south of 40°S in the region of the 
negative MSLP anomalies. The dominant PV anomalies for the case without RWB are instead negative. There 
are no positive PV anomalies accompanying the positive MSLP anomalies between 0° and 40°E, suggesting that 
there is no clear connection between the ridging and the PV anomalies above.

To get a better understanding of the vertical coupling between PV and MSLP anomalies, Figure 3 shows the 
vertical profile of PV and geopotential height anomalies for the composites with and without RWB. The vertical 
profiles of composites using ERA5 are shown in Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1 and are in good agree-
ment with the model composites, except for small differences in magnitude. The succession of positive, negative 
and again positive PV anomalies seen in Figure 3a clearly reveals the occurrence of RWB. These anomalies maxi-
mize around 200 hPa and extended between 400 and 100 hPa, inducing geopotential height anomalies of the same 
sign, in accordance with the PV invertibility principle (Hoskins et al., 1985). The geopotential height anomalies 
extend to the surface where they result in ridging. It thus appears that RWB close to the tropopause can induce 
RHs over South Africa. As discussed above, RHs also occur in the absence of RWB. While PV anomalies can 
also be seen in this case (Figure 3d), indicating that the PV contours are undulating as Rossby waves propagate 
without breaking, the positive anomalies between 0° and 30°E, where the ridging occurs, are much weaker. The 
positive geopotential height anomalies found at these longitudes seem to have their origin at lower levels, unlike 
in the case with RWB, and the ridging appears to be less influenced by the PV anomalies aloft.

Figure 3. Composites of ridging highs (RHs) at day 0 with (a) and without (d) Rossby wave breaking (RWB) for the period 1980–2009. Anomalies of PV (PVU) and 
of geopotential height (m) at 45°S are depicted by the color shading and by the contours, respectively. Total (b, e) and greenhouse gase (GHG)-induced (c, f) change, 
between 2070–2099 and 1980–2009 at 50°S, in the anomalies associated with RHs with (b, c) and without (e, f) RWB. The stippling masks anomalies that are not 
significant at the 95% confidence interval. Only significant geopotential height anomalies are plotted.
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We demonstrated that RHs occurring with and without RWB are characterized by different patterns of MSLP 
anomalies, which naturally affect the flow of moist air from the warm Indian Ocean toward South Africa. Next, 
we explore the influence of these differences on precipitation.

3.2. Implications for Precipitation

Figure 4 shows annual composites of precipitation and 850 hPa winds for RHs with and without RWB, while 
seasonal composites are shown in the Supporting Information S1. As there is less agreement between model and 
observations regarding the precipitation anomalies compared to other fields, we discuss both model and obser-
vations in the following.

RHs with RWB are related to precipitation in both the all-year rainfall region and in the summer rainfall region 
in observations. At day 0 southerly onshore wind anomalies associated with the ridging bring moisture along 
the south coast resulting in positive precipitation anomalies (Figure 4a). As the ridging matures, positive MSLP 
anomalies are found south of the continent (Figure 2c) and the southerly wind anomalies are confined to the east-
ern part of South Africa (Figure 4b), while to the west southeasterly wind anomalies are present. Consequently, 
positive precipitation anomalies occur in the east, extending into Mozambique, while negative anomalies occur 
along the western coast. The model shows similar results, but overestimates the extent of the negative anoma-
lies and underestimates the extent of the positive anomalies (Figure 4c). The southerly wind anomalies induced 

Figure 4. Composites of ridging highs (RHs) with (a–c) and without (d–f) Rossby wave breaking (RWB) from observations (a, b, d, e) and from FOCI (c, f) at day 0 
(a, d) and day 1 (b, c, e, f) for the period 1980–2009. Anomalies of precipitation (mm day −1) and of 850 hPa winds (m s −1) are depicted by the color shading and by the 
vectors, respectively. Total (g) and greenhouse gase (GHG)-induced (h) change, between 2070–2099 and 1980–2009, in the day 1 anomalies associated with RHs with 
RWB. The stippling masks anomalies that are not significant at the 95% confidence interval. The red vectors depict significant wind anomalies.
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by RHs with RWB are consistent with the ridging-associated circulation reported during extreme precipitation 
events by Crimp and Mason (1999) and Blamey and Reason (2009) that advects moisture to the eastern coast. 
RHs with RWB contribute most to precipitation over South Africa in autumn (Figures S4 and S5 in Supporting 
Information S1), as this is the season when COLs, often accompanying RHs and providing the air lifting mech-
anism, are most frequent (Singleton & Reason, 2007). Important contributions are additionally evident in spring 
and summer along the eastern coast and during winter along the south and southwest coasts.

RHs without RWB lead to more precipitation over the southwestern coast at day 0 (Figure 4d) compared to ridg-
ing high with RWB, exclusively in winter (Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1). Elsewhere they contribute 
significantly less precipitation over South Africa in the annual mean. Negative precipitation anomalies cover 
the inland from spring to autumn (Figures S6 and S7 in Supporting Information S1). This is the consequence of 
the positive MSLP anomalies extending over the continent at day 1 (Figure 2d) and resulting in weaker onshore 
wind anomalies that transport less moisture on land (Figure 4e). The drier conditions that occur in the absence 
of RWB are further explained by the fact that RWB promotes precipitation by leading to strong uplift to the east 
of its trough. Along the eastern coast, at day 1, positive anomalies occur, though weaker than in the case  with 
RWB in the annual mean. On a seasonal basis, in this region RHs without RWB lead to more precipitation during 
summer, but RHs with RWB lead to more precipitation in autumn (Figures S5, S7 in Supporting Information S1). 
The strong precipitation contribution of RHs without RWB in summer is smoothed in the annual mean, particu-
larly since considerably less events occur in this season than in winter and spring (Figure S1 in Supporting 
Information S1).

Despite simulating similar wind anomalies as found in the reanalysis, FOCI overestimates the amount of precip-
itation associated with RHs without RWB (Figure 4f). Climate models are known to overestimate precipitation 
in the region, particularly over the eastern part of South Africa (Almazroui et al., 2020; Dedekind et al., 2016; 
Engelbrecht et al., 2009; Jury, 2012). The atmospheric resolution in FOCI, like in other climate models, is too 
coarse to resolve important processes for precipitation, such as cloud processes. Convection has to be param-
eterized, but this leads to a misrepresentation of the diurnal cycle in convective rainfall (Nikulin et al., 2012). 
The diurnal cycle of convection and the intensity of precipitation extremes are improved in convection-resolving 
models (Ban et al., 2014). Therefore, the precipitation biases in FOCI are attributed to the convection param-
eterization, with the representation of the surface latent heat flux in the region possibly also playing a role 
(Jury, 2012).

3.3. Impact of Climate Change

We examine the future changes in RHs and their associated precipitation over the twenty-first century by taking 
the difference between annual composites for the FUTURE and the PAST ensembles, separately for RHs with 
and without RWB. As the westerly jet shifts poleward under climate change (Ivanciu et al., 2022; McLandress 
et  al.,  2011), so does RWB on the equatorward flank of the jet (Barnes & Hartmann,  2012). The pattern of 
negative PV change centered at 35°S and positive PV change centered at 50°S shown in Figure 2e illustrate the 
shift in RWB clearly. The positive PV anomalies induce positive geopotential height anomalies that reach the 
surface (Figure 3b), such that the positive MSLP anomalies associated with RHs in the future extend farther south 
(Figure 2e).

The negative PV anomaly accompanying RHs without RWB also moves poleward in the future causing negative 
MSLP anomalies (Figures 2f and 3e), but there is no change in the positive anomalies south of Africa, associated 
with the ridging. RWB thus mediates the impact of climate change on RHs and RHs that occur without RWB are 
less impacted in the future.

The differences between composites for the GHG and PAST ensemble (Figures 2g and 2h and Figures 3c and 3f) 
reveal that the increase in GHGs is responsible for the majority of the changes described above, while the differ-
ences between OZONE and PAST (not shown) are mostly not significant. Ivanciu et  al.  (2022) showed that 
changes in the westerly jet due to ozone recovery are considerably weaker than changes due to increased GHGs 
following SSP585, likely explaining why ozone recovery does not affect RHs.

Twenty-first century model simulations predict a decrease in precipitation over the entire southern Africa (Dosio 
et  al., 2019; Rojas et  al., 2019). The changes in RHs with RWB discussed above contribute to the drying in 
the eastern part of the subcontinent (Figure 4g). In contrast, along the south coast they lead to an increase in 
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precipitation, therefore weakening the total drying trend. The GHG-induced precipitation changes associated 
with RHs (Figure 4h) match the changes shown in Figure 4g very well, demonstrating that the increase in GHGs 
is driving these changes. The simulated precipitation changes come with the caveat that there are differences 
between the observed and modeled precipitation associated with RHs, as discussed above.

4. Conclusions
This study separated RHs over South Africa for the first time based on whether they occur together with RWB 
at tropopause levels or not in a state-of-the-art global coupled climate model and in the ERA5 reanalysis. In 43% 
(44%) of the cases RWB occurred together with the RHs in the model (reanalysis), a consistent result.

Positive PV anomalies associated with RWB induce positive geopotential height anomalies that reach to the 
surface and cause the South Atlantic Anticyclone to ridge. RHs can also occur in the absence of RWB. The 
patterns of MSLP anomalies related to RHs with and without RWB differ. Stronger southerly and southeast-
erly wind anomalies occur in the presence of RWB. Previous studies showed that such wind anomalies advect 
moisture-laden air from above the warm Agulhas Current into South Africa (Blamey & Reason, 2009; Crimp 
& Mason,  1999; Rapolaki et  al.,  2020). Therefore, RHs with RWB lead to increased precipitation along the 
southern coast at day 0 and in the eastern part of the county at days 0 and 1. The observational-based composites 
demonstrated that RHs that occur accompanied by RWB bring more precipitation over southern Africa in the 
annual mean than RHs without RWB. Although there is good agreement between the model and ERA5 with 
respect to most fields, larger differences arise with respect to precipitation, with the model underestimating 
(overestimating) the extent of the positive (negative) anomalies associated with RHs with RWB and exhibiting a 
positive precipitation bias for RHs without RWB. Climate models have known difficulties in correctly simulating 
the precipitation in the region, attributed to their convective parameterization schemes that do not represent the 
diurnal cycle realistically (Nikulin et al., 2012).

The twenty-first century changes in RHs were additionally investigated for the first time. RWB on the equator-
ward side of the westerly jet shifts poleward with the jet in the future, mediating the effect of climate change on 
RHs. Accordingly, the positive MSLP anomalies associated with the ridging extend farther south. RHs that occur 
without RWB experience little change. The model predicts that RHs with RWB will bring more precipitation over 
the south coast and less precipitation in the eastern part of southern Africa in the future. The increase in GHGs 
according to the SSP585 scenario is the main driver of the future changes, while ozone recovery does not affect 
RHs, likely because its effect on the westerly jet is considerably weaker (Ivanciu et al., 2022).

Data Availability Statement
The model output used in this study is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6523956 (Ivanciu, 2022). The 
ERA5 hourly data on pressure levels from 1979 to present (Hersbach et al., 2018) is publicly available from the 
Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S) Climate Data Store (CDS) at https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.bd0915c6 
(accessed on 16.05.2020). The CPC Global Unified Gauge-Based Analysis of Daily Precipitation data is provided 
by the NOAA PSL, Boulder, Colorado, USA, from their Web site at https://psl.noaa.gov/data/gridded/data.cpc.
globalprecip.html (accessed on 16.05.2022).
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